Key use cases for Intelligent Video Analytics with retail edge solutions:

**Consumer Behavior Analysis:** Tracking, measuring, and acting on insights to improve store operations.

**Associate Analysis:** Measure associate performance in real time to improve customer experience with services times, checkout times, and staff productivity.

**Store Operations Metrics:** Use cameras to alert out-of-stock items, optimize store layout, and assist pick-up experience.

**Checkout management and accuracy:** Match computer-vision based insights with POS info to reduce shrink and asset loss in real-time. Alert associates to open lanes to reduce queues.

**Compliance:** Receive real-time alerts on spills, health and safety violations, planogram compliance, and other compliance issues.

**To accelerate intelligent retail, you must simplify your edge**

For the past several decades, eCommerce has consistently taken market share from market share from the traditional brick-and-mortar retailers. While the growth of the internet played a role, this trend could best be explained by data. Online retailers have significant amounts of data on their customers: from the terms they search for, the items sitting in their carts, their past purchase history, and even demographic information from on all their customers. As Tesco executive Clive Humby said in 2006, “Data is the new oil.” This oil has allowed eCommerce giants to supercharge their growth through better marketing, A-B testing, and other optimizations to their store experience. Brick-and-mortar have not had access to that same level of data until today.

The Dell Validated Designs for Retail Edge with Deep North is a solution that provides the first entry point into edge computer vision capabilities and provides them the data of what customers and associates are doing inside their stores. Utilizing existing store cameras, retailers can see what products customers interact with, where in the store they travel, and use this in real-time to drive insights and action. Retailers could use this system to inform associates to open up checkout lanes proactively when the store is busy, or address spills/out-of-stock items quickly. Dell Validated Designs for Retail Edge with Deep North provides the first, foundational step for computer vision-based edge technologies and will help retailers level the playing field of data with their eCommerce counterparts.

**Creating smarter retail services**

To bring back customers and build loyalty, retailers must invest in smart retail services to transform the in-store experience. By leveraging new technologies at the edge such as Deep North, retailers can create a shopper-centric approach and fulfill the omni channel strategy at the heart of intelligent retail. This solution can help prove out the value of edge technologies for retailers, and help unlock new use cases in loss prevention, automated delivery and pick-up, and even fully-autonomous stores.

**Consolidate operations across applications and locations**

While the edge unlocked new possibilities for retailers, it often comes at the cost of sprawl in hardware/software that IT must support. By consolidating applications such as Deep North onto a common architecture with VMware Edge Compute Stack, IT and OT can work together to achieve centralized standardization of applications and infrastructure, while providing local control to operators. This allows resources to more easily scale as workloads increase, and empowers IT with single-pane-of-glass of their edge compute fabric, allowing them to easily manage, orchestrate, and automate key app functions across the edge.
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**Deep North Platform**

**Leverage intrinsic security at the edge**
Privacy and security are the chief concern when dealing with video and customer data. The edge also brings an increase attack surface for hackers, and smart devices like cameras are no exception. We worked closely with Deep North to ensure this software fully complies with all major privacy regulations and in compliance with our own private concerns. In addition to our growing ecosystem of security partners, Dell uses zero-trust in our supply chain to verify the untampered integrity of the hardware and software arriving to customer sites. and simplified setup and professional services makes deployment easy. By packaging and validating this edge solution, we’re simplifying the path to intelligent retail by embracing security throughout the stack.

**Comprehensive edge services to win in the intelligent store**
To help retail customers succeed on their journey, Dell Technologies provides a unified service experience to expend and optimize operations at the edge. By tailoring to the specific needs of our retail customers, we help drive store transformation outcomes while reducing operational costs. With our portfolio of ProDeploy, ProSupport, managed, and consulting services, we can keep you maintain business operations. Dell Technologies can now support Dell and 3rd party technologies in stores, providing a complete Multi-vendor Support Services that delivers wall-to-wall support for all the technology in your stores. No matter how big or small, Dell Technologies can fill your service needs.

**Partnering with Dell Technologies**
At Dell Technologies, we believe in providing you with the proven, validated solutions designed to provide you the digital transformation road map for your retail future. Our solutions portfolio and retail expertise helps you reduce the risk, cost, and complexity of designing and deploying new applications by leveraging comprehensive solutions that are aligned to your specific business requirements. Dell Technologies can help guide you through your digital transformation journey, providing you with the right edge solutions equipped to deliver significant improvements in efficiency, while enabling your business to remain agile and innovate.